A Page in a Book
by Gerry Paige Smith

The Beauty of Solitude
Because our children are growing up in an age of social media, flash mobs and Skype, it’s
easy to assume that they will never be alone. But there are times that they will be alone, either
by choice or through circumstance, and it’s important that children understand the differences
between being alone and being lonely. Being alone gives children the opportunity to hone in
on details typically lost in the clatter of company; to appreciate sights, sounds and feelings that
can be buried by outside stimulation. Even loneliness has its place in our hearts as it makes our
time of reunion and together moments even more cherished and special. The following titles
explore solitude, loneliness and alone time with great beauty and sensitivity, helping young
readers to appreciate the special times that are theirs, alone.

Snook Alone

by Marilyn Nelson, Illustrated by Timothy Basil Ering (Candlewick Press)
Nothing gives Snook more pleasure than his days spent in the company of Abba Jacob, with whom
he shares a monastic life on a quiet island. Snook spends every day by Abba Jacob’s side while he
works, prays, and gardens: they are a constant pair. But when a violent storm separates them, Snook
is left stranded on the island to make his way alone. At first sad and afraid, Snook begins to explore
his home on his own. New adventures and elements of the island are Snook’s alone to discover with
increasing pleasure while he waits for the return of his friend. Recognizing the fear that comes with
isolation, this title offers a poignant balance, celebrating the heightened awareness that comes with being alone. An inspiration for kids who struggle with separation and alone time, this story finds the bright
side to being solitary while you wait to be reunited with your companions.

Silence

by Lemniscates (Magination Press)
Told from the perspective of a young girl, “Silence” is an expansive exploration of the quiet
beauty of being alone. When the girl is by herself, she can hear her heart beating as she runs, her
breath moving to and fro. The sounds of her legs swimming, her feet dancing might be lost in a
crowd, but when she’s alone, she can hear them like never before. Birds talking, bees buzzing and
the wind blowing are not hidden behind the murmur of conversation and company. Being alone
among silence gives voice to the quieter sounds, awakening subtle senses that may be rarely used
in a world of distractions that demand our attention. The undiscovered pleasures of solitude and
silence are everywhere in this breezy and beautiful ode to quiet times and quiet spaces.

Octopus Alone

by Divya Srinivasan (Penguin / Viking)
Octopus is very comfortable in the quiet confines of her cave, watching the underwater world
and its beauties float by. But when a group of seahorses discover her refuge (and her), their
friendly interest and enthusiasm feel like too much to bear. Octopus quietly goes into camouflage
mode and sneaks away. As she slips into the darker deeps alone, Octopus finds herself enjoying the spaces where no one is watching. She twirls, wiggles and somersaults as she revels in
the peaceful, quiet darkness. She is comfortable and happy. But after a while, she remembers
the sea horses and decides to return – refreshed by the solitude – to get reacquainted with her
new friends. Beautifully transitive illustrations celebrate both the lively wonders of the sea and the
serenity of the deep ocean.
Find more A Page in a Book recommendations at www.PageBookReviews.com.
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Dance Toys Take Center Stage

Recommending the Best Toys
and Products for Kids

From the time they are babies, their innate response to
music is just the first step toward kids getting their moves
together to join the dance. Wiggling and bouncing are
just the beginning of children’s progress toward the
dancing spotlight. Encouraging their interest in dance
and dance-related activity is an ideal way to foster physical coordination, memory skill and a purely physical
expression of joy. Get your kids up and off the couch with
these great toys and games that help kids become Lords
(and Ladies) of the dance!

by Gerry Paige Smith

Baby Born Dance
With Me

Twister Dance DVD
(Milton Bradley)

Combining the best of traditional Twister with lively dance
lessons, Twister Dance puts in motion a choreography journey with
forty dance tutorials for beginning
dancers. Once the dance mat, with
clearly designated step zones for a single player, is placed in front of
your TV, the accompanying DVD is ready to start the dance floor action. Beginning with the Learn mode, an animated choreographer, using the mats, introduces players to the basic steps before moving to
Dance mode where the moves are connected with increasing tempo.
Once the moves are mastered, Party mode provides music and lights
so players can test their dance skills and movement memory. The
dancing gauntlet can also be thrown down to include more players
using all four dance mats included in the energetic Twister Dance!

(ZAPF Creation)

Start your baby off on the right foot
(and the left) with the doll who’s born
to dance! Making her move on center
stage, Baby Born Dance with Me moves
from side-to-side and then up and down
in time to her own music (or yours!). Her
smooth moves are just right for the toddler set with no sudden
moves to startle little audiences. She comes with her own special
dance music and dances with the rhythm until the song ends.
This 14” tiny dancer can also be connected with an audio cable
to your own MP3 player for an expanded repertoire of performance. With a washable surface and removable clothing, she’s
battery operated and ready to charm even the most reluctant
partners into joining the dance!

Zippity High-Energy
Learning System

Angelina Ballerina
Dance With Me Game

(LeapFrog)

(Wonder Forge)

Combining early learning with energetic dance moves, Zippity lets kids who
may be too young for the Wii develop
their memory and coordination through
one active outlet. The interactive video
game system plugs directly into a TV,
with kids using a colorful dance mat and over-sized joystick to control
the action! Eight games featuring favorite Mickey Mouse Clubhouse
characters get children stepping, dancing, jumping and moving their
arms while they hone their ability to follow directions as they master
each level. The games assist the players to memorize certain moves
in a short sequence, while color, letter, and number recognition are
reinforced as the player uses big body moves to meet the Zippity
challenges. Ideal for the pre-school set, this addition to the LeapFrog
line-up encourages the younger set to get up and moving.

From playing on the board to
treading the boards, the Angelina Ballerina Dance with Me game will move
little dance fans from bedroom floor to
the ballet spotlight in just minutes! As
each player’s Angelina figure progresses around the game board, they
collect step-by-step game cards that introduce the most basic ballet
positions and moves. Players get “practice” moments along the way
to get up and put their real dance moves to the test as they prepare for
their moment in the spotlight! No matter who wins, every player gets to
be a dancing star! (Having dress-up tutus on hand, definitely amps up
the fun factor!) For kids who have trouble sitting still through a regular
board game, the Angelina Ballerina Dance with Me game will put that
extra energy and enthusiasm into play with prima ballerina results!

Paige Smith is a freelance writer and syndicated columnist living in Alabama. More on GET THIS! at www.PageBookMedia.com.
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